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Located in Burleigh Waters, Queensland, Caningeraba State School has an enrolment of approximately 1,100 students. As 
with most educational institutions, there are several initiatives that the school wishes to undertake to benefit its students, 
but many of these projects require significant funding. Therefore, fundraising is an integral aspect of the school’s efforts. 

The P&C Committee obtained quotes to construct an exceptional adventure-style playground, which would cost nearly 
$500,000. As a result, they recognised the criticality of maximising their fundraising efforts.

Previously, the school’s fundraising endeavours were commendable, but due to the absence of a defined objective 
and the pandemic-induced disruptions, the fundraising efforts for constructing the new playground were projected to 
fall short. As part of their fundraising initiatives, the P&C organised a School Colour Fun Run in the past, which yielded 
a decent profit of around $20,000 to $25,000 after covering expenses. However, they sought to explore if there were 
additional strategies to enhance their fundraising outcomes.
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How effective planning and promotion can How effective planning and promotion can 
make a difference for your fundraisermake a difference for your fundraiser

QUICK SUMMARY
Number of 
students

1,100
Average Raised 

per Student

$79.24
Amount 
Raised

$91,124
Incentive PrizesProgram

COLOURCOLOURCOLOURCOLOUREXPLOSIONEXPLOSIONEXPLOSIONEXPLOSION
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The P&C Committee encountered a significant hurdle in that the vast majority of its members work full-time jobs. When 
questioned about their principal apprehension, Maree Wilson, who serves as the P&C Committee’s President, stated that 
“time constraints” posed a formidable obstacle. 

Having organised their own School Colour Fun Run previously, the committee gained valuable insight into the significant 
amount of work involved in ensuring all aspects were covered. Maree acknowledged that the P&C Committee did not have 
adequate time to organise the School Colour Fun Run themselves, given their prior experience. She listed a multitude of 
tasks, including procuring the necessary supplies, promoting the event, developing marketing communications, arranging 
incentives for the fundraisers, managing the collection and processing of funds, as well as designing the track and 
overseeing the event’s operations on the day. She estimated that the combined workload was substantial.

Maree contacted Australian Fundraising to explore the potential solutions available to the P&C Committee. Although the 
initial impression was favourable, the committee had to take into account that they would receive 60% of the proceeds. 
However, after comprehensively evaluating the advantages of the turn-key system and understanding the industry 
standard, Maree and the committee decided to collaborate with Australian Fundraising. Maree stated, “Upon reviewing 
their website and feedback, we concluded that Australian Fundraising was the most optimal choice.”

The committee had previously run their fun runs as cash-only events, 
lacking the capability to implement a sophisticated, cyber-safe online 
fundraising platform that incorporated gamification and automated 
prize features. 

This technological advancement was deemed necessary to achieve 
more significant fundraising numbers. The convenience of online 
fundraising was apparent to the committee, and the automated prize 
feature was particularly transformative. Maree added, “The automated 
prize option was a game changer for us.”

Caningeraba State School successfully raised $91,124 through a 
concerted effort to promote their fundraising campaign. Maree, who 
has considerable experience organising events with up to 35,000 
attendees, and the P&C’s Vice President, who works in advertising 
and marketing, recognised the critical role that promotion played in 
achieving their fundraising goal. 

Time was our biggest challenge Time was our biggest challenge 

Online vs cashOnline vs cash

“A vast majority of P&C committee members  
work full-time jobs ... they did not have adequate 

time to organise the School colour fun run 
themselves, given their past experience.”
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With Australian Fundraising assuming responsibility for the 
bulk of the work, the committee committed to a sustained 
promotion of the fundraising campaign. They extended the 
duration of the fundraiser and wholeheartedly embraced 
the Australian Fundraising system.

Maree mentioned that the Australian Fundraising system 
provided them with all the necessary resources to promote 
their campaign effectively. The committee was offered user 
friendly templates for various communication channels such 
as newsletters, social media, and assembly scripts. 

They were also provided with brochures, posters, and a 
fence banner to raise awareness. The fundraising platform 
also offered communication tools, and they received 
proposed maps for the Colour Explosion School Run 4 
Fun event. Automated prizes were provided through the 
platform, and they even received slime to promote the 
“Slime the Principal” competition. In summary, Maree 
expressed, “We were provided with everything we needed 
to run the campaign successfully.”

The Vice President, who specialises in advertising and 
marketing, appreciated being able to utilise the provided 
materials rather than having to develop everything from the 
beginning. They consulted with their account manager and 
received additional promotional ideas, which helped them 
to develop a solid plan.

Maree explained that in addition to the resources 
provided by Australian Fundraising, they also 
implemented some of their own strategies. Student 
leaders were assigned to visit each class weekly to 
promote the fundraising prizes and the “Slime the 
Principal” competition. 

They also used ice blocks to incentivise classes with 
the highest number of students who had raised more 
than $1, and organised a pizza party at the end for the 
class that raised the most money. Maree stated that all 
these activities helped keep the students motivated and 
focused on fundraising.
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Should a prize be unavailable, we will replace with another prize of equal or higher value. Photos and multiple prizes are shown for illustration purposes only. 

Colours and designs may vary in appearance. Batteries not included.
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FUNDRAISING:FUNDRAISING:

FOR EXAMPLE, IF YOU RAISE $50, YOU WILL FOR EXAMPLE, IF YOU RAISE $50, YOU WILL RECEIVE THE PRIZE FROM CATEGORY A, B, C & D!RECEIVE THE PRIZE FROM CATEGORY A, B, C & D!

RAISE MORE MONEY, RAISE MORE MONEY, RECEIVE MORE PRIZES!RECEIVE MORE PRIZES!

RAISE $75RAISE $75
Receive A to E

E RAISE $100RAISE $100
Receive A to F

F RAISE $150RAISE $150
Receive A to G

G RAISE $200RAISE $200
Receive A to H

H

RAISE $10RAISE $10
Receive A

A B RAISE $30RAISE $30
Receive A to C

C D
RAISE $20RAISE $20
Receive A & B RAISE $50RAISE $50

Receive A to D

I RAISE $350RAISE $350
Receive A to J

J K RAISE $750RAISE $750
Receive A to L

L
RAISE $250RAISE $250

Receive A to I RAISE $500RAISE $500
Receive A to K

RAISE $1,000RAISE $1,000
Receive A to M

M N RAISE $3,000RAISE $3,000
Receive A to O

O

bouncing putty

RAISE $2,000RAISE $2,000
Receive A to N

FOR EXAMPLE, IF YOU RAISE $50, YOU WILL FOR EXAMPLE, IF YOU RAISE $50, YOU WILL RECEIVE THE PRIZE FROM CATEGORY A, B, C & D!RECEIVE THE PRIZE FROM CATEGORY A, B, C & D!

RAISE MORE MONEY, RECEIVE MORE PRIZES!FOR EXAMPLE, IF YOU RAISE $50, YOU WILL RECEIVE THE PRIZE FROM CATEGORY A, B, C & D!

squeeze pineapple
jellyfish diver

Chocolate Chip Scented Slime

Grow Your Own Sunflower mini wireless speaker
Rainbow Pin Art

Solar Robot Dinosaur

LED Flexible Strip Light Jellyfish lamp
headphones

Astronaut 
Galaxy 

Projector

v-tech smart watch
lenovo tablet

xbox

NET WT. 8 OZ. (226.7g) 

SCENTEDSCENTED CLOUD SLIME

CHOCOLATE CHIPCHOCOLATE CHIP

SAVE THE SAVE THE 
DATE:DATE:

       AN       AN
  EXPLOSION        EXPLOSION      
        OFOF COLOUR  COLOUR 
COMING SOON!COMING SOON!

COLOURCOLOUREXPLOSIONEXPLOSION

fun-raisefun-raisefun-raisefun-raise
withwith

SAFETY FOR CHILDREN

Please ensure children do not door knock or enter a private dwelling unless they are under 

adult supervision. They should only seek sponsorship donations during daylight hours.

Should a prize be unavailable, we will replace with another prize of equal or higher value. Photos and multiple prizes are shown for illustration purposes only. 

Colours and designs may vary in appearance. Batteries not included.

FUNDRAISER FUNDRAISER 
END DATE:END DATE:

REASON FOR  REASON FOR  
FUNDRAISING:FUNDRAISING:

RAISE $10-$19RAISE $10-$19

Squeezy 
banana

monty 
handball

jellyfish 
diver

bouncing
putty

mini squeeze pet

touchable 
bubbles

RAISE $30-$49RAISE $30-$49
grow your own 

sunflower

gogopo 
fruit 

crusho’s

liquifly 
fizz rocket

decision 
maker

rainbow 
pin art

monkey 
Magnet 

Mates

RAISE $20-$29RAISE $20-$29

SQUISHY COLOUR 
CHANGING BALL

NET WT. 8 OZ. (226.7g) 

SCENTEDSCENTED CLOUD SLIME
CHOCOLATE CHIPCHOCOLATE CHIP

squeeze 
pineapple

growing 
hatching monty 

rainbow 
slug bug

chocolate chip 
scented slime

harry potter
wand pen

RAISE $50-$74RAISE $50-$74
mini wireless 

speaker 

slida 
3d puzzle

so magic 
terarium kit

wobbly worms 
balance game

mini plasma ball

biopod battle 
creature

RAISE $75-$99RAISE $75-$99

virtual reality 
glasses

mystical 
dream catcher 

Colour ’N’ 
Wear Hair 
Extensions

interactive 
puppy robot

solar robot
dinosaur

LED FLEXIBLE 
STRIP LIGHT

RAISE $100-$149RAISE $100-$149

bluetooth 
earbuds

x-monster
rc car

sloth wireless 
speaker

bumper 
spin

paintball 
lava lamp

top chic 
rainbow

RAISE $150-$199RAISE $150-$199

jellyfish 
lamp

Dancing water
speakers

ufo 
drone

marker 
airbrush

spy-x walkie 
talkie

fairy
wings

RAISE $600-$999RAISE $600-$999
lenovo 
tablet

kidizoom 
studio

bumPer phoenix 
rc helicopter

Rex The 
Dinobotv-tech 

smart 
watch

swing 
ball

build a bot

electronic 
arcade game

headphones
water powered 

jet car 

tattoo parlour

astronaut 
galaxy projector

RAISE $300-$599RAISE $300-$599

hd sports 
action camera 

razor 
push scooter

hornet evo
rc plane

led ring 
light

Mad Rodz
rc car

silverlit
robo frog

RAISE $1,000-$1,499RAISE $1,000-$1,499

razor electric 
scooter

print 
camera

samsung 
tablet

RAISE $1,500-$1,999RAISE $1,500-$1,999

x-box

electric 
pocket mod

electric 
dirt bike

hoverboard

laptop 

RAISE $2,000+RAISE $2,000+

crazy cart 
shift 

smart tv 32”

gopro hero9

partybox portable 
speaker

zero-x 
4k drone

fun-raisefun-raise
withwithfun-raisefun-raise
withwith

bmx bike 
(unassembled)

RAISE $200-$299RAISE $200-$299

saturn 
scope

“The Vice President, who 
specialises in advertising and 
marketing, appreciated being 

able to utilise the provided 
materials rather than having 

to develop everything from 
the beginning.”

Everything was providedEverything was provided Promotion was keyPromotion was key
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HEADbandsHEADbands
FREEFREE

COLOUR COLOUR 
CREW KITSCREW KITS

FREEFREE

COLOUR COLOUR 
powderpowder

FREEFREE

UV400  UV400  
Sunglasses
Sunglasses

FREEFREE
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Maree explained that because they did not exhaust their volunteers leading up to 
the event, they had many people who were willing to help on the day. They had 
a plan for volunteers for the day and did a lot of preparation to ensure everything 
went smoothly. 

They ordered additional colour powder, which was a good thing, and were pleased 
to learn that they could sign up for next year’s event in advance and receive an 
additional 50% more powder.

Some of the students were very enthusiastic about the fundraising and received 
permission from their parents to visit local retirement villages. They showed 
pictures of the new playground they were raising funds for and asked if anyone 
could sponsor them a small amount. This not only helped the students but also 
brought joy to the residents of the retirement village. Many parents chose to 
convert the cash to online donations to make it more transparent and avoid the 
need for their child to carry cash to school.

We had plenty of help on the dayWe had plenty of help on the day

Caningeraba State School was pleased to receive 60% of the $91,124 
they raised using Australian Fundraising’s turn-key system, as it 
amounted to more money in the bank than with the approximately 
80% they received from raising $30,000 on their own. Maree explained 
that the 40% fee was reasonable once they understood all the benefits 
that came with it, such as the pre-made materials, supplied prizes, 
full support from start-to-finish, colour powder, sunglasses, and 
headbands for each student and more. Additionally, the convenience 
and time-saving benefits of online fundraising, which leads to bigger 
results, made it a clear choice for the school.

Bigger results achievedBigger results achieved

Maree offered some valuable advice for others looking to achieve 
success in fundraising: “Effective planning and promotion are crucial. 
Promotion is particularly important and was the biggest key to our 
success. Plan how you will promote your event, give yourself ample 
time, and spread the word. 

Setting a clear goal, such as raising funds for playground equipment, 
can be a significant motivator for students, and raising a substantial 
amount of money instils pride in the school community. We found that 
having student leaders regularly promoting the event was a brilliant 
strategy. None of this would have been possible without the support 
of our account manager, Cindy, and the comprehensive resources 
provided by Australian Fundraising.”

Planning & promotion Planning & promotion 
“Promotion is particularly 

important and was the 
biggest key to our success. 

None of this would have 
been possible without the 

support of our Account 
Manager, Cindy, and the 

comprehensive resourves 
provided by Australian 

Fundraising.”

$24,000
$30,000

DIY fun run australian fundraising

TOTAL RAISED

TOTAL RAISED

NET PROFIT

NET PROFIT

$91,124

$54,600


